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ACM Transactions on Modeling and Computer Simulation (TOMACS) is the primary source for research on systems modeling and computer simulation. TOMACS publishes papers of significant and lasting value in all areas of discrete-event or hybrid computer modeling and simulation, including (but not limited to) the following: modeling methodology, model execution, random numbers, experiment design and simulation analysis, verification, validation, accreditation of models, interplay between other areas of computer science and simulation, advanced applications.

TOMACS hosts special issues for conferences covering topics dealt with by the journal, particularly SIGSIM PADS, and conferences that have in their scope topics of interest for the TOMACS audience, like QEST. The top articles coming from these conferences are eligible for consideration in TOMACS after significant extension. All such articles undergo the classic journal review process where at least three reviewers will assess the extended article from scratch. Authors of accepted papers of original work will have the opportunity to present their work at a SIGSIM PADS conference (in particular, in the next two editions after article acceptance), to improve timeliness in the dissemination process and to solicit discussions in the community. The editorial board of TOMACS is also currently investing a large effort into the early discovery of research results and approaches coming from other communities that are of high interest to the TOMACS audience.

TOMACS is involved in other important initiatives, such as the series called “State of the Art and Open Challenges” (MS:STAROC) in modeling and simulation. Papers in this series feature leading researchers who present their views concerning the state of knowledge in an area within the modeling and simulation discipline, as well as important research challenges requiring further investigation.

Furthermore, TOMACS is involved in a reproducibility initiative to improve the quality and reproducibility of research results in the area of modeling and simulation. Authors are given the opportunity to take part in this “reproducibility of computational results (RCR)” activity. Independent reviewers check whether all the results presented in an article to be published in TOMACS can be reproduced, thereby adding value to the published results. RCR is handled, in cooperation with the Editor-in-Chief, by specific members of the TOMACS board.
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Visit tomacs.acm.org for further information or to submit your manuscript.